
STS-Hub.de 2023 Conference Publication Sub-
mission Notes
The editors
This publication is edited by Ingmar Lippert (University of Frankfurt) and Lisa
Wiedemann (Helmut-Schmidt-Universität).

Review
We will conduct reviews of all submissions.

Style and content of writing
The style is quite open. We especially welcome discussions of panels. We invite,
too, short or long notes on substantative research. For more suggestions for
submission, see our letter. Don’t hesitate to get in touch with and propose other
contents that were shaped by the STS-hub.de.

If your contribution engages with other contributions to the STS-hub.de, we
encourage you to cite the abstracts (the numbers won’t change, in the expected
publication (compared to the conference programme) so you do not need page
numbers). See the Submission requirements, below, for an example.

License and publication
You shall allow us to publish your submission free of charge licensed via
Creative Commons (CC BY-SA 4.0). In your email submission to us,
publication@sts-hub.de, by default, please ensure you grant us this license to
publish your submission.

We suggest you copy and paste the following formulation in your email to us.

(a) Herewith I declare that I own all proper rights or licenses
for all writing and images used to create the content submitted
for the Publication. (b) I give the editors the right to produce,
publish, and distribute the submission as Open Access under a
Creative Commons BY-SA license.

We plan to publish this book on the electronic publication server of Goethe
University at Frankfurt am Main.

Submission requirements
Format

Your submission should be a plain text file (txt or md, aka markdown, sorry,
doc, docx, odt creates too much fuzz). Separate paragraphs with two line breaks.
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Mark the title with a hash sign, #, first level headings with ##, second level
headings with ###, and so on.

Normally, you should not need bold text, but if you do need, please start and
close a bold segment each with **, and you can emphasise or produce italics
with a single opening and closing asterix, *.

Avoid footnotes. If you need a footnote, write them out within one paragraph,
insert its beginning with an ˆ[ and end the footnote by an ].

Include image files in this way: ![This is your STSy image's caption
\label{mylabel}](example.png) This code allows you to reference the figure
later in your manuscript, as in: See \autoref{mylabel}.

We ask you to manually implement an author-date citation style (Author
Year: Page), ideally following the Chicago Manual of Style. So, for instance,
you might explain that Smit (2023) discusses semantics in epistemic
politics, and you would reference this abstract with Smit, Jorrit P (2023)
"Dazed and confused in the ecosystem – Ecological metaphors &
the politics of knowledge production". In: Lippert, Ingmar and
Wiedemann, Lisa (editors) *STS-Hub.de 2023*. #72.

Here is an example code for the opening of a sample submission.

# STS-hub.de 2023 -- a geeky exercise?
Toni Wonders, University of Dreamlands, Department of Hope, ORCID

## Introduction
In which we learn about *footnotes*.^[STS footnotes are easy to
code, but should still be avoided.]

Which turns into the subsequent text, visualised as Figure 1.

Figure 1: This is your STSy image’s caption
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Communication with us

Please define one corresponding author, who is managing your submission’s files.

Content

Start your submission with a title. In the next paragraph, provide your name
(really no need for personal titles), affiliation and ORCID, followed by two blank
lines. Please provide a footnote with an email address for the corresponding
author.

Deadline

The deadline for submissions is the 6th of October 2023. Please contact us
early with an alternative timeline, if you commit to contributing but need more
time. We are happy to adapt the timeline.

Questions?
Please write to Ingmar Lippert, and patiently wait for up to 7 work days for a
reply.
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